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By Walter Elliot

Bharatiya Kala Prakashan, 2005. Hardcover. Condition: New. First edition. In describing some of the
coins here noticed, I had to trust chiefly to memory, which, notwithstanding the cheerful aid
rendered by members of my own family, and by several friends, often left me in doubt and
perplexity. The plan I have followed in this essay has been 10 give a slight historical sketch of the
principal southern rulers who issued dynastic coinages, as far as the limited means at my disposal
would admit. Where the data for these were wanting or defective, I have indulged in greater detail,
especially where the received history, such as it is, appeared to be inexact, or the chronology faulty
or open to question. My speculations on these points may be amended and adjusted as the progress
of the South Indian Archaeological Survey brings more comprehensive evidence to light.
CONTENTS: Preface; Alphabets of Southern India; Introduction. Ancient geography of the Dakhan;
Principal dynasties of Southern India; Collections of their coins hitherto described and classification
of their contents; I. NORTHERN DIE COINS : ANDHRAS : i. Andhra dynasty according to the Puranas
tested by ii. Contemporary Greek historians iii. Inscriptions iv. Coins themselves Conclusions drawn
from...
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Absolutely one of the best book I have ever study. It is actually writter in simple terms rather than confusing. I realized this pdf from my dad and i suggested
this pdf to understand.
-- Ga r r y Q uig ley-- Ga r r y Q uig ley

Absolutely among the finest publication I actually have actually go through. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. I am easily could possibly get
a pleasure of looking at a composed ebook.
-- Pr of . Rick Rom a g uer a-- Pr of . Rick Rom a g uer a
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